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ABSTRACT. Self Frequency-Locking of a Dye Laser to 
the Center of an Atonic Transition Frequency. L.K. Johnson. 
A new method of passive frequency stabilization is used to 
lock the laser output frequency to an atomic transition. A 
Michelson interferometer replaces the output coupler of a 
broadband standing wave dye laser. A sodium vapor absorber 
placed in one leg of the interferometer increases feedback 
only at the absorption frequency, forcing the laser to 
operate at this frequency. A fully Doppler-broadened vapor 
Results in simultaneous laser output at the ^ ^2"^ 1 /2 an(* 

Sl/2“^^3/2 transition frequencies (dV=520 GHz) with 
linewidtns of 3 GHz each. An atomic beam of 100 MHz Dopr 
vjidth produces operation on both 

Doppler 
the simultaneous 

s
1/p(F=1and S..p(F=2)P./? transition frequencies 

(AV>=T.77 GHZ) with linewidths of ito MHz each. This 
technique should be applicable to other absorbers and may be 
of interest in optical pumping applications. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This thesis reports on a series of experiments, 

performed at Rice University, demonstrating self 

frequency-locking of a standing wave dye laser to the center 

of an atomic transition frequency. The motivations for 

designing a laser which through passive stabilization 

operates only at specific absorption frequencies will be 

given, along with some qualitative reasons why expectations 

of constructing such a laser are realistic. In chapter II, 

a thorough theoretical treatment of the laser system devised 

to cause locking is discussed. In chapter III, the physical 

design of the laser system is given. The results of the 

experiments performed are presented in chapter IV, with some 

brief discussion. 

The research currently proposed involves the production 

of a spin-polarized alkali beam through optical pumping with 

1 ? resonant circularly polarized light » . The absorption of 

a circularly polarized photon by an atom will be followed by 

the natural decay of the atom accompanied by the emission of 

a photon whose polarization may or may not be the same as 

that of the absorbed photon. The asymmetry between 
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absorption and emission polarization, over several 

absorption-emission cycles, will produce ground state atoms 

with spin angular momentum oriented predominantly along the 

absorption photon’s direction of motion. This process is 

called optical pumping. 

For example, consider the process shown in figure 1.1, 

which illustrates the optical pumping process for an 

idealized alkali atom, ignoring nuclear spin. The light 

source produces right-hand circularly polarized (rhcp) 

photons, which are absorbed by some of the ground state 

2 
( Si/g) atoms. The source photons are resonant with the 
2 2 
S^/2"” **1/2 transition, and thus some atoms are excited 

2 
into the ^1/2 state. The electric dipole selection rule 

for this absorption is 4M j = + 1, so the projection of the 

atomic angular momentum along the photon's incident 

direction increases by one unit. This selection rule limits 

the absorption of an rhcp photon to those atoms in the 

2 
^1/2’ Mj = ” 1/2 state. These atoms are excited to the 

2 
**1/2’ Mj = + 1/2 state, and spontaneously decay in accord 

with the selection rule û Mj = 0,-1. Ground state 

Mj s - 1/2 atoms may be transferred, through the 

emission-absorption cycle, to the Mj = + 1/2 state. If the 

intensity of the light source is continuous and large, then 

many cycles of this process will occur for each atom, and 

all of the ground state atoms will eventually reside in the 
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FIGURE 1-1 , ALKALI ATOM OPTICAL PUMPING CYCLE. The 
heavy arrow represents pumping radiation transferring atoms 
according toAm,=+i. The light arrows represent natural 
decay, which can proceed according toâm.=0,-1. Over many 
pumping cycles, all atoms will be transferred into the 
n>j = + 1/2 ground state. 

Mj = + Va 



Mj = + 1/2 state. Such a population of atoms is completely 

spin-polarized along the photon direction of motion. 

The inclusion of the nuclear spin of the alkali atoms 

complicates the optical pumping process further. The 

hyperfine interaction between the nuclear spin and the 

electronic angular momentum yields two closely spaced energy 

2 
levels for the ^•\/2 8rounc^ state, and complicates the upper 

levels of the alkali spectrum. An efficient optical pumping 

source would therefore produce output at both the hyperfine 

ground state transition frequencies. 

A great deal of effort has gone into the production of 

spin-polarized alkali beams.^ *3 — 11 jn order to produce 

highly polarized beams through optical pumping, the light 

source should be a continuous laser with significant output 

at the hyperfine transition frequencies. For these reasons, 

tunable standing wave and ring dye jet lasers have been 

used. High polarizations have been produced and measured 

through a variety of techniques. However, none of these 

techniques have taken advantage of the intracavity 

absorption of the alkali itself at the field-free hyperfine 

transition frequencies in order to make the laser operate at 

these frequencies. It is tempting to think that intracavity 

absorption could somehow be used to force the laser to 

operate only at the frequencies desired. Such a laser might 

be simpler and less expensive than the alternatives, such as 
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active locking of a single frequency laser to an external 

reference cavity or external reference absorber. 

If an alkali absorber is included directly in the laser 

cavity, the resulting absorption would seemingly force the 

laser to operate away from the absorption frequency. The 

solution to this problem is to split the intra-cavity beam 

into two parts which interfere with each other, producing a 

nearly frequency-independent loss. This loss is then 

partially removed by introducing an absorber into one of the 

legs of the cavity, thus decreasing the degree of 

interference only at the absorption wavelength. This 

technique is used in these experiments to make the laser 

operate only at the hyperfine transition frequencies with a 

line width comparable to that of the absorber. Such a laser 

should be an efficient radiation source for the optical 

pumping of an alkali beam. 
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II. THEORY 

1. Hichelson Mode Selector (MMS) 

Consider a plane wave with intensity IQ incident on the 

Michelson interferometer as shown in figure II.1. The 

beamsplitter divides the incident wave into two beams of 

differing intensity (the reflectivity of the beamsplitter R 

is about 8S). Taking into account the phase changes due to 

reflections and due to the difference in path length (AX) 

between leg P and leg Q, the fraction of incident intensity 

reflected back along the incident path (into the laser 

cavity) is given by: 

Y = 1 - 2R( 1-R) [ 1-cos (ÜHA*.) 
A0 A 

where X is the wave length of the light. For a full 

derivation of this formula, see Appendix A-1. A plot of 

(11 — 1 ) is shown in figure II.2. Equation (II-1) also 

describes the feedback intensity into a laser cavity when 

the Michelson interferometer replaces the output coupler 

(see figure II.3). Feedback into the cavity is greatest for 
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FIGURE II-1. MICHELSON INTERFEROMETER. Light is 
incident with intensity IQ from the left. The light 
reflected back along the incident path with intensity I is 
given in equation II—1. Since the beamsplitter reflects 
only 8% of IQ, leg Q is much less intense than leg P. 
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FIGURE II-2. INTERFEROHETER RELATIVE FEEDBACK INTENSITY 
VS. MIRROR POSITION. Equation 11— 1 is plotted here as a 
function of AX. This graph shows destructive interference 
when the mirrors are positioned so that the path length 
difference Ax is about .15 microns. 

DELTA X (MICRONS) 
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FIGURE II-3. HICHELSON MODE SELECTOR. The standing wave 
dye laser is shown with the Michelson interferometer 
replacing the standard output coupler. In this 
configuration, the light coming from the dye jet corresponds 
to I in equation IÎ-1, and the light reflected back toward 
the aye jet corresponds to I. In the actual experiemental 
apparatus, the plane A is rotated by 90°, so that the plane 
formed by the interferometer beams is perpendicular to the 
plane formed by the page. 

( 1 
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constructive interference of light going back to the dye 

jet: 

. n* ( II-2) 
2 

and least for destructive interference of light going back 

to the dye jet: 

4x = (n»1/2)l ( II-3 ) 

The percentage of change in the fractional feedback 

intensity between maximum feedback (II-2) and minimum 

feedback (II-3) for R=.08 is about 30%. Variations in 

feedback intensity of this size will appreciably affect the 

operation of the laser. The laser is expected to operate 

well at maximum feedback conditions (since the 

interferometer is providing constructive interference) and 

not to operate well under minimum feedback (destructive 

interference) conditions. In addition, note that the 

location of a feedback maximum or minimum is dependent upon 

the wavelength of operation , as well as on the relative 

mirror position dx. This wavelength dependence indicates 

that any given dx will produce a feedback maximum for one 

set of wavelengths and a feedback minimum for another set of 
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wavelengths. Therefore, the MMS by itself is a 

frequency-selective device. A curve of feedback intensity 

vs. wavelength is shown in figure II.4. This curve is 

similar to the loss curves of low-finesse étalons, such as 

those used as intra-cavity tuning devices. In fact, the MMS 

alone can be used as a line width narrowing "étalon"; this 

effect has been observed.^ The "free spectral range" 

(FSR)(keeping the analogy with intracavity étalons) of the 

MMS is variable and is a function of Ax. However, in our 

absorption-locking experiment, the tuning effects of the MMS 

should be minimized, in order to isolate the effects of the 

absorption. For this reason, the MMS is operated at x 4# 0 

(practically, within 10A of Ax=0). Note that such a 

small AX gives an etalon-like FSR that is enormous, and so 

the feedback curve (figure II.4) is nearly flat over the 

entire range of lasing frequencies available. 

2. Addition of Absorber to MMS 

A similar analysis to that leading to (II-1) may be 

performed by inserting an absorptive loss of variable size 

into leg Q of the interferometer (see figure II.5). The 

results of this analysis yields: 

y = 1 - 2R + R2(1 + e_2otl) + 
o 

+ 2R( 1 - R)e~l*1cos(-IAx) 
A 

(I1-4) 
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FIGURE II-4. INTERFEROMETER RELATIVE FEEDBACK 
INTENSITY VS. FREQUENCY. Equation II-1 is plotted here as a 
function of frequency. The particular path length 
difference (4x) chosen for this plot produces one period 
over the optical wavelength region. Adjusting the mirror 
positions slightly will tune the laser under these 
conditions. However, the output varies slowly compared to 
the sodium fine structure interval (.6nm), so the 
performance of the interferometer will be almost identical 
for the two frequencies. 

FREQUENCY (HERTZ) 
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— •il where e is the fraction of light absorbed in leg Q. 

(See appendix A-2 for the full derivation of (II-4).) The 

feedback, with absorption in leg Q of the laser cavity is 

plotted as a function of Ax in figure II.6. Again, 

feedback maxima and minima are found at the Ax positions 

indicated by (II-2) and (II-3). However, the amount of 

destructive interference at the feedback minimum is reduced 

by the absorption e . This indicates that there will be 

less loss, and therefore more light fed back to the dye jet 

at the absorption frequency. If oc is strongly frequency 

dependent (as expected for an absorption corresponding to an 

E1 atomic transition), then the increase in gain is also 

strongly frequency dependent. The composite gain curve of 

the MMS and absorber is shown in figure II.7. The amount of 

destructive interference is reduced only at the absorbing 

frequency, causing more feedback into the cavity at this 

frequency. Since there is more light fed back into the 

cavity at the absorption frequency, the laser is expected to 

operate preferentially at this frequency. If the sinusoidal 

MMS loss curve given by (11— 1> varies slowly compared to the 

absorption line width (as is true near 4x=0), the laser is 

expected to operate only at the absorption frequency, thus 

"locking" the laser to the absorber. Since feedback is 
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FIGURE II-6. MHS FEEDBACK INTENSITY WITH ABSORPTION. 
The two curves plotted show the effects of a 
frequency-independent absorber. Without an absorber, the 
curve is the same as in figure II-2. However, when the 
absorber is included, the degree of interference is reduced. 
In particular, the second curve shows that the degree of 
destructive interference (at Ax=.15 microns) is reduced by 
about 5%. Note that the feedback has been increased under 
destructive interference conditions, which will lead to 
laser locking. 
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FIGURE II-7. MHS FEEDBACK INTENSITY WITH 
FREQUENCY-DEPENDENT ABSORPTION. If a strongly 
frequency-dependent absorber is used, such as that 
corresponding to an atomic transition centered at TJ , the 
feedback intensity shows a sharp maximum at V . °if 
destructive interference is maintained over the entire gain 
curve of the dye (true when dx is small), then the laser 
cavity losses are lowest at i) forcing the laser to operate 
at this frequency with a frequency band width comparable to 
the absorption line width. 
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increased over the entire absorption line width, the line 

width of the locked laser is expected to be comparable to 

the line width of the absorption. 

3. Sodium Absorbers 

Atomic sodium is the absorber used in the MMS laser 

system. Other absorbers could also be used, but sodium is 

chosen because we wish to optically pump a sodium beam. In 

addition, the absorption frequency of sodium (589 nm) is 

near the gain peak of the Rhodamine 6G dye used in the 

standing wave laser. The melting and boiling points of 

o o 1 o 
sodium are 98 C and 883 C, respectively, J and the vapor 

pressure of sodium is low enough (1 mm Hg at 440aC)^ to 

permit easy production of sodium vapor inside a high vacuum 

chamber. The absorption of sodium in the vicinity of 589 nm 

has several interesting features. 

This absorption corresponds to an electronic transition 

between the ground 2S1/2 state and the 2p-|/2 (°r 2f>
3/2) 

first excited state. Sodium is an alkali (only one valence 

electron in the 3s shell), and its energy levels are 

correspondingly simple. The spin-orbit interaction in 

sodium is responsible for the small energy splitting between 

2 2 the Pi/2 and P3/2 excited states. This splitting is 

0.597 nm (or 517 GHz) in size. The 2s1/2—
2pi/2 transition 

is lower in energy than the 2S1/2— 2f>3/2 
and the 2f>3/2 
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transition is statistically favored; more absorption is 

expected at the ^P^/2 ^reQuency (588.963 nm) than at the 

2 
**1/2 fre9uen°y (589.593 nm). The hyperfine structure in 

sodium is a result of interactions between the spin of the 

sodium nucleus and the combined electronic angular momentum. 

The effect is largest in the ground state, where it splits 

the ^S^2(f=1) states by a frequency 

difference of 1772 MHz. Hyperfine splittings also occur in 

p 
the P states, but most of these splittings are small; less 

than 100 MHz for all of the ^P^/gCF*) values, and about 

190 MHz for the ^P ^^(F ' =1—F'=2) splitting. Absorption can 

occur at any of the allowed transition frequencies. 

4. Absorption Line Widths 

In order to estimate the frequency bandwidth of the 

locked laser, calculations of the atomic transition's 

natural line width may be made and compared to line widths 

resulting from several possible broadening mechanisms. The 

natural line width of the transitions corresponding to the 

sodium D lines may be calculated from the energy-time 

uncertainty relation; 

&E At à | 

p 
The lifetime of the excited state (in this case, P-j/2 or 
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2 
?3/2^ about 16 ns and the resulting natural line width 

is 

ûVn =[^jf( 16ns) ] = 10 MHz. (II-5) 

However, Doppler broadening of the absorption line width 

accounts for virtually all of the line width observed in the 

intracavity absorbers. 

The Doppler-broadened absorption line width may be 

calculated assuming a Maxwellian distribution of atomic 

velocities.^ The lowest order frequency shift from the 

Doppler effect is 

The effects of the first order Doppler shift can be 

substituted into the Maxwell distribution. The half-width 

of the Maxwell distribution is given by 

(II-6) 

P (Jl/D) = N/2. (II-7) 

This equation may be solved for (JVp) , yielding: 

1/2 (II-8) 
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which may be written as 

<fvn= 3.57x10"
7(I) 1/2(J-), (II-9) 

0 M 

where the constants have been evaluated, T is in Kelvin and 

M is in amu. 

The general expression above may be used to find the 

full Doppler width of a sodium vapor cell. A sodium (M=23, 

^0 = 590 nm) cell at temperature T = 400° K has a full Doppler 

width of 

<^D(cell) = 1.6 GHz. (11-10) 

When both hyperfine ground state frequencies (A^-^1.8 GHz) 

are included, the total line width of the laser locked to 

the vapor cell is expected to be 

^cell = ^Vcell) + AX,hf * 3.4 GHz* (II-1D 

The natural line width is negligibly small compared to the 

full Doppler width. 

Another mechanism affecting the line width of the 

absorption is collisional, or pressure, broadening. 

Pressure broadening is appreciable when the atom stays 

excited for a long enough time that a large 
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fraction of the mean free path is traversed. We then have, 

for the collisional decay time 

= 1 / v , (11-12) 

where 1 is the mean free path and v is the RMS atomic 

velocity. The pressure inside the closed vapor cell cannot 

be measured directly, but an upper limit of 1 torr is more 

than conservative. Assuming a pressure of 1 torr at 400* K, 

1 may be computed using^ 

1 =c*/p, (11-13) 

where c* = 0.75x10“8 cm-torr. Thus V = 1.1x10“® sec 
c 

and 
^nat =1-6x10"8 sec. 

The total effective 

lifetime f may be expressed as 

(V> =
C(
T-

) + (V)]» r *c *n 

(11-14) 

where ùrf = 1/2irtr . ^ is calculated in this case to be 

6.6X10~9 sec, leading to a combined natural and 

collision-broadened line width of 24 MHz, which is still 

negligible compared to the full Doppler width. 

Similar calculations to determine the line width of a 

transverse atomic beam absorber may be performed. The 

Doppler-broadening of the atomic beam absorption is much 
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lower than that of the vapor cell because the transverse 

atomic velocities are selected into a narrow range by an 

aperture. The velocity distribution in the transverse 

direction (perpendicular to the atomic beam) is still 

Maxwellian, but the velocity is reduced by a factor of 

sin( 0/2), where 9 is the beam divergence angle (0 =8°, see 

figure II.8). The first order Doppler shift is then 

V»CÏ3in(|)]. 
ü C 2 

Following the previous technique, 

(11-15) 

^D=3.57x10
_7(I)1/2 ^0sin

(|), (11-16) 

so that 

(TT/D(beam) = ^D(cell )sin ( 9/2). (11-17) 

Using 9 = 8* , S^D(beam) = 112 MHz. The atomic beam Doppler 

broadening is much smaller than the vapor cell absorption 

line width. The total atomic beam absorption line width is 

found by adding the line width of the natural absorption to 

the Doppler broadened line width. Pressure broadening is 

negligibly small because the pressure is reduced to 

torr in the atomic beam vacuum chamber 
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FIGURE II-8. ATOMIC BEAM ABSORBER. The MMS laser 
system is shown with an atomic beam vapor absorber in leg Q. 
The beam divergence angle is about 8°. The Doppler width of 
such an atomic beam absorber is much less than that of a 
fully Doppler-broadened cell, allowing observation of 
hyperfine structure frequency intervals. 
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Thus the total absorption line width of the atomic beam is 

2
 = AV 

2 + 
t n (11-18) 

so that 

= 112 MHz (11-19) 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

1. Interferometer Design 

The apparatus consists of a Spectra-Physics model 375 

dye laser combined with the Michelson Mode Selector (MMS) 

which is used in place of the standard laser cavity output 

coupler. The dye laser is operated CW, pumped by a 

Spectra-Physics model 170 argon ion laser operated on all 

lines. Dye is circulated through the 375 laser in the usual 

way with a 376 circulator.^ Except for the removal of the 

output coupler and minor mirror readjustments, the lasers 

are used normally. A standard Spectra-Physics tuning 

element (3-plate biréfringent filter #573) is used with the 

MMS. 

The Michelson Mode Selector (see figure II.3) consists 

of a Michelson interferometer in place of the standard 

output coupler. Light from the dye jet of the 375 laser is 

divided into two parts by a quartz beamsplitter with 

reflectivity R = 0.08 at 45°. The beamsplitter is placed at 

45 to the direction of propagation, so the light from the 

jet is split at right angles into two beams. These two 

beams define a plane parallel to the laser table and 

perpendicular to the intracavity plane of the dye laser. 
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Since the beamsplitter has a low reflectivity, the two beams 

have quite different intensities. The interferometer leg 

with less intensity (Q in figure II.3) is called the weak 

leg, and the other (P in figure II.3) is called the strong 

leg, and the weak leg is perpendicular to the regular 

intracavity beam. The absorber is placed in the weak leg of 

the MMS. 

The mirrors and other optical elements used in the MMS 

are generally standard components from optical supply 

houses. The one custom element in the MMS is the 

beamsplitter. It is a 1/4" thick quartz flat from the Oriel 

company with a broadband antireflection coating on one side. 

The reflectivity R (=.08) of the beamsplitter has not been 

optimized. The antireflection coating reduces 2nd reflection 

losses from 8Ï to about 1%, which reduces laser cavity 

losses and simplifies interferometer alignment. The mirrors 

used in the MMS are metallic front surface mirrors. Their 

coating has an optical reflectivity R>0.99 at wavelengths 

near 600 nm, and therefore it is optimal for work at the 

sodium transitions near 590 nm. 

Other optical elements used in the MMS are the 1/4" 

thick quartz windows that pass the intracavity and output 

laser beams through the vacuum chamber walls (see 

figure III.1). The windows are oriented at Brewster's angle 

(56*) to minimize intracavity losses. In addition, the 
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FIGURE III-1. VACUUM CHAMBER AND BREWSTER WINDOW 
DESIGN. The aluminum vacuum chamber enclosing the MMS is 
shown. A base pressure of 1x10” torr is achieved with a 
small diffusion pump. The windows passing the intracavity 
and output beams are positioned at Brewster's angle to avoid 
intracavity étalon effects. 

side view 
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windows are thick so that they will not affect the laser 

operating frequency by acting like intracavity étalons. 

The addition of the MMS to the 375 laser increases the 

laser's cavity length considerably, from 37.5 cm to 76.1 cm. 

This change in cavity length changes the longitudinal mode 

spacing of the laser from 400 MHz to 197 MHz. The length of 

the new cavity is adjusted so that there are an integral 

number of cavity modes (9) between the two ground state 

hyperfine transition frequencies in sodium 1772 MHz). 

This allows for the possibility of simultaneous laser 

operation on both frequencies. The change in cavity length 

makes laser cavity realignment worthwhile. 

The mechanical components of the interferometer 

determine the stability and ease of operation of the MMS. 

It is necessary to make the mountings for the mirrors and 

beamsplitter as stable as possible because the 

interferometer is sensitive to mirror movements of much less 

than a single wavelength. These considerations lead to the 

choice of mechanical components which are as solid and 

stable as possible. The interferometer components (mirrors 

and beamsplitter) are mounted in sturdy stands, which are 

bolted to an aluminum baseplate. The beamsplitter is hard 

mounted in its stand, while the two mirrors are mounted in 

laser mirror mounts. In addition, linear control of mirror 

M^ in a direction along the beam axis is necessary for 

interferometer adjustment. The linear motion drive is 
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placed between the mirror stand and the baseplate. The 

manufacturer Oriel claims a position resolution of 0.05 

micron, and in practice the resolution proves just 

sufficient to place the MMS mirrors for destructive 

interference. 

2. Stability of Interferoaeter 

The sensitivity of the MMS system to any change in path 

length exceeded all expectations. The first MMS system 

constructed was extremely unstable. Although lasing 

interference was observed, the MMS was unacceptably 

sensitive to slight mirror adjustments. In order to 

stabilize the interferometer, the mount and base plate 

system described above was constructed. This improvement in 

design solved one set of problems and made another set 

apparent. Although the mirrors could now be accurately 

aligned and would stay in position, short term instabilities 

(1/10 sec) became apparent. Two major instability sources 

were found. The laser table itself vibrated, and so the 

interferometer mirrors also vibrated, changing the path 

length in each leg. This problem was solved by removing 

major sources of vibration from the laser table and by 

mounting the laser table on air-cushioned vibration 

isolating legs. In addition, the heated vapor cell in the 

weak beam leg caused considerable thermal fluctuations in 

the air through which the laser beam passed. These 
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fluctuations affected the pointing of the weak leg beam 

enough to make the weak beam path length change by a few 

wavelengths, which caused considerable interferometer 

instability. This problem was eventually overcome by 

placing the entire interferomenter in a vacuum chamber 

(figure III.1), constructed partly to reduce these 

fluctuations, and partly to provide for an atomic beam 

absorber. Solving the two short term instabilities provides 

a stable interferometer system which is used to perform the 

experiments. However, if part of the chamber is heated (for 

example, when the sodium heater in the chamber is turned 

on), the aluminum of which the vacuum chamber is constructed 

expands slowly, moving the MMS mirrors in and out of 

interference. Eventually, the heated chamber reaches a 

steady state condition. The most stable results are 

obtained when the heater has been on for several days. 

3. Selection of Absorbers 

Two different kinds of absorber are used in the MMS. 

The first is a heated cell of sodium vapor. The cell is 

constructed of a sealed, evacuated length of square 

cross-section glass tubing, containing 0.1 g of sodium. The 

cell is inserted into the weak leg beam at Brewster’s angle 

( (? = 56°) to minimize laser cavity losses. Even though the 

cell windows are relatively thin (2 mm), they are not 
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observed to have any effect on the laser operating 

frequency. When the cell is in place, it is heated with 

heating tape and a Variac. 

The sodium vapor in the cell has a thermal distribution 

of velocities in random directions, so the natural 

absorption line width will be broadened to the full Doppler 

width. For a Doppler width of 1.6 GHz, hyperfine transition 

frequencies will not be distinguishable in the cell. The 

absorption line width expected consists of the ground state 

h.f. frequency separation (1.7 GHz) added to the 

Doppler-broadened line width, so a line width of 3 GHz is 

obtained. While the h.f. structure is obliterated in a 

sodium cell, the fine structure frequency separation is 

large enough (517 GHz) to be observed. 

The vapor cell MMS system is configured in two ways. 

It can be operated with the biréfringent filter tuning 

element in the cavity, tuned to either the or ^**3/2 

transition frequency in the cell. Laser locking reduces the 

output frequency line width from 40 GHz to 3 GHz. 

Alternately, the system can be operated without the 

biréfringent filter. The locked laser system now produces 

output centered at both 2p
1/2-

2si/2 and 2p3/2”2si/2 

transition frequencies. The reduction in line width is at 

least a factor of 100, from >300 GHz when not locking to 

3 GHz when locking 
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The other absorber used in the MMS laser is a 

transverse alkali beam. The interferometer is inside a 

vacuum chamber, which is also used for the production and 

interaction of the alkali beam with the weak leg beam of the 

interferometer. Sodium vapor is produced inside a heated 

glass oven (see figure II.8). The opening of the oven is 

directed toward the interaction region. The sodium vapor is 

partly collimated into a beam by the neck of the oven. 

Further beam collimation is accomplished by a 3 mm aperture 

through which the atomic beam must pass before it intersects 

the weak leg intracavity laser beam. The beam travels 7 cm 

before the aperture and it is 8 cm between the aperture and 

interaction region. The atomic beam travels 10 cm further 

before hitting the chamber wall. In practice, it is 

difficult to keep scattered or reflected vapor out of the 

strong leg of the MMS. Absorption in the strong leg cancels 

out part of the absorption in the weak leg, thereby 

increasing cavity losses. 

Several techniques were used to reduce the amount of 

stray vapor. Two phenomena contribute to this problem. 

First, the beam can scatter with itself or with background 

gas. A solution to background gas scattering is to reduce 

the background gas pressure. The mean free path 1 
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may be calculated as a function of chamber pressure p:^ 

c* = lp = 3X10“3 cm-torr (111— 1) 

(assuming HgO background gas). 

Recall that 1 is defined as the length by which (1 - 1/e) of 

the particles have already scattered. An adequate chamber 

pressure which would allow transport of the sodium beam 

20 cm with 1} scattering would have 1 = 100 x 20 cm. 

Solving the equation above with 1 = 2x10^ cm, a target 

pressure of 1.5x10"^ torr is found. A background pressure 

close to this value is obtained in the MMS vacuum chamber 

with a small diffusion pump. Further reduction in pressure 

would decrease scattering even further, but a significant 

improvement in pressure would have required major vacuum 

chamber modification. In addition, the density of the 

sodium beam used is high enough that self-scattering might 

provide a mechanism to produce stray vapor. Another 

problem, bouncing of a small fraction of the atomic beam 

from the vacuum chamber walls, is properly solved by 

transporting the beam after the interaction so that it has 

no chance to bounce back into the interferometer. 

Unfortunately the design of our chamber prohibits a solution 

of this kind. As an alternative, the vacuum chamber is 

divided into two parts, so that only the vapor passing 
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through the aperture can enter the interferometer (see 

figure III.2). The aperture passes 20% of the oven output, 

so that potential bouncing of 80% of the atomic beam is 

eliminated. The combination of low chamber pressure and 

chamber division reduces the scattered and bounced alkali 

levels to an acceptable level. Fluorescence in the strong 

leg is still observed, but it is small compared to the 

fluorescence in the beam. 

The beam absorber is configured in only one way. A 

biréfringent filter tuning element is inserted into the 

laser cavity, and the laser is tuned to one of the Pg/2 or 

**1/2 P*s* transition frequencies. In this configuration, 

the Doppler width of the beam is 122 MHz. With this Doppler 

width, the hyperfine states may be resolved. The laser is 

expected to operate at both hyperfine ground state 

transition frequencies (At^ = 1772 MHz) simultaneously, since 

the cavity length provides a nearly integral number of 

longitudinal modes between the h.f. ground state frequencies 

(see chapter II). In this configuration, line width will be 

reduced from 40 GHz to the beam Doppler absorption line 

width of about 100 MHz. This is significantly less than the 

mode spacing of the cavity (197 MHz). 

4. Measuring Apparatus 

The primary measurement made in this experiment is a 

measurement of laser line width. Several different scanning 
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FIGURE III-2. VACUUM CHAMBER DIVISION FOR ALKALI OVEN. 
Dividing walls are inserted into the vacuum chamber to 
prevent stray sodium vapor from getting into the strong leg 
P of the interferometer. This technique reduced stray vapor 
to acceptable levels. It is felt that self-scattering of 
the dense alkali beam accounts for most of the stray vapor 
remaining in leg P of the interferometer. 
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Fabry-Perot interferometers and their associated electronics 

are used to measure line width and frequency. A diffraction 

grating is also used to crudely measure wavelength. 

Measurements of laser power output were made with thermopile 

power meters. An indirect technique allowed an estimate of 

intracavity alkali absorption to be made. 

When the range of line widths to be measured is large, 

étalons with different free spectral ranges (FSR) are used. 

Since separation between fine structure states in sodium is 

large (about 500 GHz), while other frequency separations are 

much smaller,an étalon with an adjustable FSR is used. 

Operation of the laser on both f.s. state frequencies is 

most readily observed with an étalon of greater FSR than the 

state separation, so that the output pattern does not "fold 

over" between frequencies. The frequency separation is 

therefore given by the distance between peaks. The mirrors 

used in the étalon are plane dielectric broadband mirrors 

with R > .99 at 589 nm, thus giving a band width ûT) at 

least 100 times smaller than the FSR. This étalon can be 

used to observe the f.s. state separation frequency 

(FSR = 600 GHz, = 2 GHz). It can also be used 

(FSR = 6 GHz, = 20 MHz) to observe laser mode structure, 

or whether the laser is locked to both h.f. state 

frequencies. However, since it is difficult to measure the 

mirror separation acccurately (particularly for large FSR’s; 

the spacing is less than 1 mm), fixed FSR scanning étalons 
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are used for accurate line width determinations. A plane 

scanning étalon of FSR = 30 GHz ( = 1 GHz) is used, and a 

confocal scanning étalon of FSR = 2 GHz ( à.'J = 10 MHz) is 

used. The 30 GHz étalon is used when the laser is locked to 

the cell, and the 2 GHz étalon is used when the laser is 

locked to the atomic beam. The scanning étalons are driven 

by a high-voltage ramp generator. Two ramp generators are 

synchronized to allow simultaneous observation of the output 

of two scanning étalons. 

The output beam of the MMS laser is reflected 90 into 

the analyzers (see figure III.3) with 2 optical flats. The 

through beam is incident at grazing angle on a grating, 

giving maximum dispersion. The dispersed light travels down 

the laser table, where a mirror reflects the dispersed beam 

back along the table and onto a wall. The resulting 

separation of the two f.s. transition frequencies on the 

wall is about 1/2". Laser operation on one or both f.s. 

transition frequencies is directly observable. The scanning 

étalons are mounted in mirror mounts since they must be 

adjusted near retroreflection to give accurate line widths. 

The étalon must be set near, but not at retroref lection, 

because at retroreflection, light is being fed back into the 

cavity, changing the mode structure of the laser. Generally 

the laser modes become very noisy and no line width 

measurement is possible under these feedback conditions. The 

output of each spectrum analyzer falls on a photo diode 
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FIGURE III-3. ANALYZER LAYOUT. the output beam of the 
MMS is directed via beamsplitters to scanning étalon 
spectrum analyzers. The output of the analyzers falls on 
photodiodes, which produce signals displayed on an 
oscilloscope. Crude observations of laser operating 
frequency are made with a spectrometer and with a grating. 
The grazing incidence and long dispersed path length of the 
grating setup allow simultaneous laser operation on both 
fine structure transition frequencies to be directly 
observed. 
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which converts the light into a signal (between .01 V and 

1 V) measured on a chart recorder or oscilloscope. 

The two instruments used to record the étalon output 

are a strip chart recorder and a dual trace storage 

oscilloscope. An oscilloscope camera is used to directly 

record the display of line width. The strip chart recorder 

is most useful when studying long term effects (like the 

gradual heating of the vacuum chamber) on the locked laser. 

Several different measurements of laser power were made 

to take the data presented in this paper. The meter used to 

make power measurements is a Laser Precision RS-3610 used in 

the standard way. The measurements made with this meter are 

accurate to 10%. Ar+ laser power was measured with the 

meter internal to the laser. 

An indirect but reasonably accurate technique was 

devised to measure the absorption of sodium in the cell 

configuration of the locked laser. This technique makes use 

of the fact that the laser line width in a non-interfering 

configuration (weak leg mirror misaligned) can be reduced to 

nearly the same value as the locked laser, through the use 

of intracavity étalons. An absorption measurement is then 

made on the weak leg beam as it exits the vacuum chamber. 
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When the weak leg beam is slightly misaligned, there 

are two output beams; one from the strong leg and one from 

the weak leg. For this reason, the weak leg beam, which has 

passed through the absorbing cell twice, can be spatially 

separated from the strong leg beam. Thus, power 

measurements can be made on only the weak leg portion of the 

output. 

The laser line width is controlled by a biréfringent 

filter and two intracavity étalons. The line is narrowed 

and centered around one of the absorption frequencies by 

observing the fluorescence in the cell and inserting 

successively finer tuning elements. The laser can be tuned 

completely on (max fluorescence), or completely off (no 

fluorescence), the transition in the cell with the final 

étalon. The laser line width is measured on the 30 GHz 

scanning étalon to be 4 GHz, which is nearly as narrow as 

the cell-locked line widths. Efforts to reduce the line 

width further with intracavity étalons were not successful. 

With the laser not locking and narrowed by étalons to 

4 GHz, a measurement of absorption is possible. The laser 

can be switched from locking to non-locking (absorption 

measurement) and back to locking in 3 minutes. An 

absorption measurement is made by measuring the power of the 

weak leg beam (the two output beams are physically separated 

and therefore individually measurable in the non-locking 
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configuration). The measurement is made by comparing the 

power at the absorption frequency to the power slightly away 

from the absorption frequency. 

Measurements of large absorptions (40Ï) are easy to 

perform with this technique, but as the absorption is 

reduced, the change in power from on to off becomes very 

small. The power in the weak leg beam with this set-up is 

about 20 mW, so measuring absorptions of a few percent 

require an ability to see a power change of 1 or 2 mW, 

requiring a sensitive power meter. This technique cannot be 

used to measure absorption in the beam configuration, but it 

is felt that the absorption necessary for locking is the 

same in both cases. 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, the results of experiments performed 

with the MMS laser system are presented. The tuning 

behavior of the MMS alone is observed to be most important 

when the path length difference x is very small, so that 

the etalon-like FSR of the interferometer is large. When x 

is small, a constructive interference loss minimum can be 

swept over the range of available gain frequencies, 

resulting in laser tunability of about 20 nm. For this 

reason, the MMS tuning effect and the absorption locking 

effect compete. However, since the absorption is a much 

stronger function of frequency than the constructive 

interference loss minimum when dx is small, the locking 

effect overshadows the MMS tuning effect. 

1. Vapor Cell Experiments 

When the sodium vapor cell is inserted into the weak 

beam leg of the MMS, with the biréfringent filter tuned to a 

frequency near one of the D absorption lines, the laser 

operates preferentially at the absorption frequency. In 

addition, the line width of the laser decreases 

dramatically, from >40 GHz with biréfringent filter only to 

3 GHz with absorber and biréfringent filter. Operation on 
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a single absorption frequency is shown in figure IV.1. 

Since the laser operates only at the absorption frequency 

with a significantly reduced line width, the laser is said 

to "lock" to the absorption. The laser will lock to either 

of the D lines. 

The laser may also be locked simultaneously to more 

than one absorption frequency. This is achieved by removing 

the biréfringent filter from the dye laser cavity. The 

result is that the laser is observed to lock simultaneously 

to the two D lines of the sodium absorber. Simultaneous 

two-frequency operation is shown in figure IV.2. Again the 

laser line width at each locking frequency is about 3 GHz. 

The frequency interval between the two laser frequencies was 

measured to be 515 GHz, which is in excellent agreement with 

the accepted value of 517 GHz for the frequency interval 

between the fine structure states. In figure IV.2, the 

2 p P 
P3/2 peak is higher than the ^1/2 Pea^ because the ^^3/2 

state produces more absorption, since it is statistically 

favored. 

The stabililty of the locked laser is excellent. The 

greatest source of instability is the slow expansion of the 

interferometer vacuum chamber, which changes the mirror 

spacing. When the heater is left on long enough for the 

vacuum chamber temperature to come to steady state 

(24 hours), locking for periods of several hours has been 

observed 
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FIGURE IV-1. LOCKING TO DOPPLER-BROADENED CELL. This 
data shows the output of a spectrum analyzer when the laser 
is locked to one of the fine structure transition 
frequencies of sodium. The laser line width has been 
reduced from >40 GHz to about 3 GHz, and the output is 
centered at the absorption frequency. 
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FIGURE 
SIMULTANEOUSLY 
shown here on 
is locked to 

IV-2. LOCKING TO TWO ABSORPTION FREQUENCIES 
Simultaneous two frequency operation is 

the output of a spectrum analyzer. The laser 
the sodium D line transition frequencies. 

FREQUENCY 
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In addition, the absorption measurement technique 

outlined in the experimental design section can be used to 

determine the amount of absorption needed to lock the laser. 

Absorptions as high as 40Ï and as low as 3% were observed to 

lock the laser. While it is not difficult to lock the laser 

even with 3Ï absorption, the interferometer becomes very 

sensitive to correct positioning. This is expected because 

the frequency dependence of the interferometer cannot be 

ignored when the absorption is very small. In order for 

locking to occur at small absorptions, the interferometer 

mirrors must be positioned so that the absorption falls very 

close to a destructive interference minimum. 

An interesting effect has been oberved when the 

density of the sodium absorber in the cell is high. The 

high density produces a correspondingly large absorption in 

the weak beam leg. Under these conditions, the locked laser 

output is surprisingly no longer centered at the absorption 

frequency, but splits into two peaks to either side of the 

center. This effect is shown in figure IV.3. The 

fluorescence in the vapor cell decreases when this two peak 

structure can be observed. It is felt that anomalous 

dispersion may account for this effect. If the absorber 

density is high, the phase of the wave transmitted through 

the absorber may change. In particular, if the 

interferometer is set for destructive interference, the 

phase may change to produce constructive interference. The 
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FIGURE IV-3. EFFECT OF VERY HIGH VAPOR DENSITY ON 
LASER LOCKING. As the heater voltage is increased, the 
sodium vapor density increases and locking to both sides of 
the center frequency is observed. The fluorescence in the 
vapor cell diminished nearly to zero under these conditions. 
The effect is thought to be a result of dispersion effects 
in the dense vapor. 
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maximum phase change occurs in two regions on either side of 

the center frequency. Since the destructive interference is 

removed at the two side frequencies, the laser will operate 

preferentially there, regardless of the absorption at the 

center frequency. 

A study of argon ion pump power vs. locked laser 

output power has been undertaken using the vapor cell 

absorber. The scanning interferometer is used to make 

graphs of the output spectrum of the laser under various 

pump conditions. Some of these graphs are shown in 

figure IV.4. When the pump power is low, the output 

spectrum consists of light only at the absorption frequency. 

However, when the pump power is increased, the underlying 

spectrum of the biréfringent filter tuning element can be 

seen. Apparently the loss introduced by the 85E 

beamsplitter is not large enough to prevent broadband 

operation when the dye laser is driven hard. It may be that 

a beamsplitter with a slightly higher reflectivity would 

allow more power to be emitted from the locked cavity. With 

the 8Ï beamsplitter in place, 100 mW of output power is 

available. Although 100 mW seems small compared to the 

several watts that can be emitted from the laser when 

operating broadband, it is important to remember that only 

the intensity at the absorption frequency contributes to 
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FIGURE IV-4. EFFECT OF PUMP POWER ON LASER LOCKING. 
As the argon pump power is increased, the spectrum of the 
biréfringent filter can be seen under the locked peak. The 
gain under high pumping conditions is strong enough to allow 
the laser to operate broadband even under destructive 
interference conditions. 
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optical pumping. For this reason, a lower power output is 

acceptable when the laser is locked. This is particularly 

true in the atomic beam experiments. 

2. Atomic Beam Experiments 

The sodium atomic beam absorber (described in the 

experimental design and theory chapters) is used to lock the 

laser to the transitions between the hyperfine ground states 

and the first excited state. Since the absorbing 

frequencies are close together (1.772 GHz is the largest 

hyperfine separation in sodium), the biréfringent filter 

must be used in the dye laser cavity to tune the laser near 

one of the D lines. However, the loss curve of the 

biréfringent filter is flat enough, compared to 1.7 GHz, 

that it will not interfere with possible simultaneous 

operation on more than one hyperfine level. Usually the 

laser is tuned near the 2?U2 frequency because its 

hyperfine spectrum is less complicated. When the atomic 

absorber is placed in the weak beam leg, the laser again 

operates preferentially at the available absorption 

frequencies, with a line width comparable to the absorption 

line width of about 70 MHz. Since the longitudinal mode 

spacing of the laser cavity is about 200 MHz, the laser 

operates on 2 discrete modes. Locking to the two ground 

state hyperfine levels (2S
I/2(F=1>--2pi/2 and 

2 2 
S1/2(f=2)~ Pi/2^t seperated by 1.772 GHz, is shown in 
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figure IV.5. The hyperfine levels of the upper lasing 

transition frequency cannot be determined. The frequency 

interval can be measured with the scanning étalon to be 

1.77 ± .01 GHz. 

Since the upper level hyperfine transitions also 

absorb, many hyperfine state frequencies are simultaneously 

absorbing, but the longitudinal mode spacing of the laser 

cavity does not allow simultaneous operation on all 

absorbing frequencies. In particular, the upper state 

hyperfine frequencies cannot operate simultaneously. Since 

there is competition between all absorbing frequencies, some 

instability is observed. This instability is greater when 

operating on the ^P^/2 transition frequencies (which makes 

sense because there are more hyperfine levels in this 

state), but is never large enough to overshadow the 

simultaneous ground state operation. This is the only 

significant instability present in the hyperfine-locked 

laser system. The vacuum chamber expansion drift, seen with 

the vapor cell, is also seen with the atomic beam, but can 

be eliminated in the same way as before. 

The absorption necessary to lock the laser to the 

atomic beam cannot be measured by the same technique used 

before, but it is felt from visual observations that the 

amount of absorption needed for the atomic beam is similar 

to the amount needed for the vapor cell. 
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FIGURE IV-5. LOCKING TO GROUND STATE HYPERFINE 
TRANSITION FREQUENCIES. The atomic beam absorber is used to 
lock the laser simultaneously to the transitions in sodium 
between the two hyperfine ground states and the first 
excited state. A spectrum analyzer is used to record the 
locked laser output. The laser line width of 50 MHz 
corresponds roughly to the atomic beams absorption line 
width of 120 MHz. 

FREQUENCY 
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The output power available with the atomic beam 

absorber is about 100 mW. This power is concentrated 

exactly at the optical pumping frequencies, so extremely 

efficient optical pumping is expected. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

This series of experiments has satisfactorily 

demonstrated the operation of a self frequency-locking 

standing wave dye jet laser. The laser system consists of a 

Michelson interferometer and absorber replacing the output 

coupler of the dye laser. The experiments demonstrated 

stable locking to an atomic transition absorption frequency. 

When locking, the laser output line is centered at the 

absorption frequency and has a line width comparable to the 

absorption line width. In addition, simultaneous locking of 

two frequencies is observed. The laser has been locked 

simultaeously to the D lines of sodium (with a Doppler line 

width of 3 GHz). Simultaneous dual-mode locking to the 

transition frequencies between the two hyperfine ground 

states and first excited state in sodium has also been 

observed (with a line width of 70 MHz). The stable, 

simultaneous locking to the hyperfine transition frequencies 

will provide an excellent source of laser radiation to carry 

out optical pumping of an atomic sodium beam. 

Several interesting qualities have been demonstrated 

in these experiments. First, the sodium absorber used has 

no special qualities. For this reason, locking of a laser 

to any strongly frequency-dependent absorber (such as the 
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optical electronic transitions of any atom or molecule) 

should be possible. Observations of locking to absorptions 

of less than 5% indicate that the absorption does not have 

to be particularly strong. Second, since the laser has been 

locked to two relatively widely spaced (.6 nm) frequencies 

simultaneously, it is likely that locking to more than two 

absorption frequencies is possible. These two unique 

possibilities may be of interest to other scientists using 

lasers. 
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VI. APPENDICES 

A—1 . 

E
incident

=Ei’ and Efeedback=Ef• The incident wave takes the 

form E^=EQexp[i(kz-wt)]. The result of interference between 

the fields in the two legs of the interferomter yields 

Ef = {( 1 -R ) EQexp [ i ( 2kx -j-ut ) ] + REQexp [ i ( 2kX2-lJt ) ]} , 

= EQ {exp [ i ( 2kx ^wt ) ] + R[ exp [ i ( 2kX2) ] - 

exp[i (2kx1 ) ]]eXp[-iv>t]}, 

=E0exp[-i^t]{exp[i(2kx1)] + 

2iRsin(kAx)exp[ik(x2+Xl)]}, 

where Ax = x2-x-|. The relative feedback intensity is 

If/Io =Ef*Ef/E0
2, 

= {1-2iRsin(kAx)exp[-ik(x2_Xl) ] + 

2iRsin(kAx)exp[ik(x2«x^) + 

4R2sin2(kA x)}, 

={1 - 4Rsin2(kAx) + 4R2sin2(k4x), 

= 1 -2R ( 1 -R ) [ 1 - cos(4TIAX/A), 

which is equation (11 — 1). 
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A-2. 

Include an absorber of density * and length 1 into 

the interferometer. Then, using = EQexp [ i (kz-ut ) ] , the 

feedback electric field may be written 

Ef = E0{Re" 
lsin(wt + 3TT + 2kx1 ) + ( 1-R ) s in (wt+TT+2kx2 ), 

and so 

( Ef/EQ) 2 = R2e-2*1sin2(wt+TT+2kx 1 ) + 

2R( 1-R)e-*<lsinOJt+H+2kx1 ) sin (wt+iT + 2kx2) + 

(1-R)2sin2(tJt+TT+2kx2). 

Taking the time average, 

If/IQ = R2/2e“2^1 +R( 1-R)e_0<lcos(4n-4 x/A ) + (1-R)2 

= 1 - 2R + R2(1-e~2,a) + 

2R( 1-R)e“*tlcos(4^X/A ) , 

which is equation (II-4). 
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